British domestic tourism, so the region is a nursery of the British travel guide.
2 Thomas Gray's descent of the River Wye by boat in the summer of 1770, during which he famously saw 'a succession of nameless beauties', was recorded in correspondence published soon after his death in 1771. This association with Gray attracted tourists to the region while William Gilpin's Observations on the River Wye was still circulating in manuscript. Wye tourism and tour-publication exploded in the decades following the first edition of Gilpin's Observations (1782). By 1810, French tourist Louis Simond complained, vividly, that 'Wales and the Wye are visited by all tourists; we are precisely in the same tract, and meet them at all the inns, -stalking round every ruin of castle or abbey, -and climbing every high rock for a prospect; each with his Gilpin or his Cambrian Guide in his hand, and each, no doubt, writing a journal. This is rather ridiculous and discouraging.' 3 Simond's observations reveal the complexity of the guidebook's negotiation with its audience. A guidebook has a rude relationship to the material world and with readers who are sent bodily from place to place and sensation to sensation -even to the point of clustering atop high rocks like a colony of compliant birds. It provides the stranger seeking aesthetic experiences with practical advice, safely tethering a desire for novelty to bollards of necessary information. In Heath's Tintern Abbey guide, visitors are told of the noble personages buried underfoot in the ruins as well as the best place to procure a luncheon, or coached into sensations of awe after they are reminded that their tour boat will depart with the tide in two hours' time. Guidebooks attend to the mechanisms and institutions of travel (which they have a hand in constructing) even as they address and administer to the individual. And crucially, as Simond's experience demonstrates, they must achieve some discursive balance between their obligations. Simond's belief in the singularity of his Wye quest is shaken by the visible evidences of its communal nature -all the 'stalking', 'climbing', 'writing' tourists who are 'precisely in the same tract' (textually and geographically) as himself. His frustration rises as the illusion of his originality dissipates, fanned away perhaps by the mass flourishing of copies of Gilpin's Observations or the Cambrian Traveller's Guide up and down the river. 4 Simond finds himself uncomfortably placed between fashion and his need for selffashioning -caught as it were between printed guides and the writing of his own journal.
Guidebooks stand at a crossroads between what is known or can be communicated about a place and what yet remains to be said. No work occupies this charged space of retrospection and promise as completely
